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Greetings from the Chair
September 2005

Wow! I never would have
guessed that a year could
pass so quickly! But it has
and I find myself once again
reflecting on how we
managed to cram so much
into such a seemingly short
time.
First, a personnel update.
Last year, I mentioned that
we were expecting to have
Teresa Pawlowska join our
faculty soon after the
newsletter was published. Well, she’s here and together
with her husband Wojek (Plant Breeding) is acclimating
to Cornell and Ithaca. She’s also finding out that
remodeling space in Bradfield is a character-building
experience of its own but seems to be weathering the
storm. Xiahong Wang followed closely on Teresa’s
heels. Xiahong is a nematologist who is temporarily
employed by Cornell until her residence status allows
her to be shifted to the USDA-ARS payroll. Then she’ll
hold the title of Courtesy Professor in our department,
as did her predecessor – Bill Brodie. Although Xiahong’s
most immediate task will be to develop her research
program, we are all looking forward to integrating her
expertise in plant-pathogenic nematodes into our dayto-day teaching and extension programs. Alice
Churchill, formerly on the staff at the Boyce-Thompson
Institute, was appointed Visting Scientist in our
department last fall. Alice works with ARS scientist
Donna Gibson on novel metabolites from fungi,
especially plant pathogens. She’s interested in their role
in pathogenicity as well as their potential use for
medicinal purposes.
Second, facilities. As we went to press 12 months ago, I
indicated that Steve Beer was about to pop the cork on
the champagne to christen his new lab at the east end of
the third floor, just below the Whetzel Room. It’s
happened and Steve and his colleagues seem to have
been grinning from ear to ear ever since. Eleven months
later (like – two weeks ago!) Sandy Lazarowitz enjoyed
a similar bit of euphoria as she received a final certificate
of occupancy for her new lab on the west end of the
third floor. It seems that there is no stopping her now
except that her staff need walkie-talkies to communicate
over the expanse of the spacious new facility. On a
smaller but no less significant scale, four exhausted and
exasperated undergrads working for the Plant Disease
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Diagnostic Lab had their own moment of joy when they
finally flipped the switch on new air conditioning in
the teaching lab, Room 326. For the first 5 weeks of this
sweltering summer they worked in the lab with windows
closed and temps consistently over 100F, processing
thousands of plum pox virus samples. FINALLY we
found money (too much money for this chair’s taste!)
to run chilled water from the depths of Cayuga Lake
up to the room, and their relief has been palpable. Now
we can’t even get them to leave for lunch!
We initiated some new social events this year and
resurrected some old ones in an effort to cultivate team
spirit. The Holiday Party was a dinner dance with a
scrumptious meal and a live band that had feet flying
until well past midnight. In the Spring, the graduate
students sponsored a faculty/student bowling challenge
and the ingrates had the audacity to steal victory from
their “guests” by a mere 0.5 pins! And then there was
the first ever Plant Science Building S.P.O.O.F. meeting.
You’ll read more about these later but from my
perspective, each was indicative of the special
community that we are.
It seems that I must have much more to report but I fear
that I’m probably nearing the end of my allotted one
page and I know there is much more interesting stuff to
follow from my colleagues. Suffice it to say that my
first year as chair has been challenging with some joyful
moments and other frustrating ones but no shortage of
smiles from the faculty, staff, and students that I have
the good fortune to serve. For those of you who
wondered about the lack of a Cornell social at this year’s
APS meetings, please accept our apologies. For some
reason we were left out of the loop on notification for
that special event but it’s on next year’s calendar in
CAPITAL LETTERS!
Best wishes for 2005-2006. Please do stop by if you’re
in the area.

George Hudler.
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Cornell’s Fungi of China Collection
Has Had an Interesting Journey…

Kathie T. Hodge
Director, Plant Pathology Herbarium

Now Showing: the Fungi of China
Kent Loeffler’s show of 20 beautiful photographs is
hanging in the new Mann Library as I write this. We
were held over—the photos hung all summer and
should have come down by Labor Day. However, the
Cornell Publications and Marketing team won an Award
of Excellence from the University and College Designers
Association for the pamphlets, postcards, and titles they
prepared for our exhibit(!).
The wizened, brown specimens in Kent’s photos are
from the Plant Pathology Herbarium’s Fungi of China
collection. This collection of about 2000 fungi has a more
poignant story than you might expect—Kent and I gave
a public lecture at Mann Library this summer to tell it.
They’re featured in photographic art because they are
the subject of a repatriation effort. With Cornell
President Hunter Rawlings’ support, we will be sending
half of most of those specimens back to China.
You should see Kent’s photos full size. They’re
scrumptiously, vibrantly beautiful. Those of you who’ve
spent any time looking at herbarium specimens know
that the specimens themselves are seldom beautiful,
which tells you something about Kent’s special talents.
The whole story of this collection is rather extraordinary.
History of the Fungi of China Collection
The collection originates largely from the work of two
Cornell alumni who went on to become fathers of
Chinese Mycology. S. C. Teng came to Cornell to study
with H. H. Whetzel and H. M. Fitzpatrick in 1923, and
left without completing his Ph.D. in 1928. F.L. Tai studied
at Cornell in the 1930s; we know little of his time here.
In China, Teng, and Tai, were very active collecting
and classifying fungi. Both went on to write
comprehensive and influential monographs on Chinese
fungi. Both, but Teng especially, sent duplicates of their
collections back to their alma mater, where they were
duly accessioned in the Cornell Plant Pathology
Herbarium.
In 1937, the shipments stopped. In China, the
Japanese had invaded, quickly taking and brutally
occupying the east coast. Teng’s collections were stored
in Nanjing, site of the infamous Nanjing Massacre in
which over 300,000 mostly civilians were killed, 20,00080,000 women were raped, and the city all but destroyed.
Somehow, before this tragedy, Teng and others managed
to remove about 2000 fungal collections to Chungking.
As the Japanese occupation went on, Teng and C.C.
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Wang divided and packed about 2000 precious
specimens documenting the biodiversity of Chinese
fungi. In 1940 they sent them west by ox-cart to
Indochina, then by ship to Washington D.C. In
Washington they were divided again. One set stayed at
the National Fungus Collections (BPI) while the other
traveled inland to Cornell. Many of the specimens that
remained in China were destroyed during World War II.
Teng’s trials weren’t over. During the Cultural
Revolution (1966-1976), Teng and his extended family
were persecuted and repeatedly tortured. His
unpublished manuscripts were seized and many were
destroyed. Long after his death in 1970, Teng’s family
was able to recover the manuscript of Teng’s greatest
work-in-progress, a book on the fungi of China. Parts
were missing, but Teng’s daughter Rosaline Deng
worked with our own R. P. Korf to complete and publish
it. The specimens stored in the Cornell Plant Pathology
Herbarium provided the vouchers for this work. Teng’s
great book was published posthumously in 1996,
painstakingly edited and improved by Dr. Korf.
Today Cornell’s Fungi of China specimens are being
divided again.
The Cornell-China Connection
Systematic Mycology at Cornell has enjoyed several
generations of ties with Chinese Mycology. Dr. Wen-Ying
Zhuang received her Ph.D. in 1988 under Fitzpatrick’s
successor, Korf, and is today an eminent Chinese
mycologist. This year, Dr. Miao (Mindy) Liu received
her Ph.D. under Korf’s successor, Kathie T. Hodge. And
today, Dr. Bo Huang, a professor at Anhui Agricultural
College, is a visiting scholar working with Hodge.
Similar partnerships between Chinese and Cornell
researchers can be found throughout our history.
The Repatriation
To celebrate several generations of ties between Chinese
and Cornell Mycology, Teng’s specimens will be sent
back to China so that a new generation of Chinese
mycologists can work with them. Susan Gruff, the
Curator of the Plant Pathology Herbarium, is now
dividing the specimens and databasing accession
information. Specimens too small to split will be kept
here, but hundreds of specimens will be sent back
sometime in the next year. We hope they’ll support a
new generation of Cornell-China collaboration.

Department of Plant Pathology
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New Plant Pathology Photo Lab Web Site!
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/PhotoLab/default.htm
Kent Loeffler
Have you ever wondered how to lighten or darken a
digital picture with Photoshop, how to create darkfield
illumination, how to size a digital image to insert into
Powerpoint, why Jpegs are not necessarily a good
format to archive digital images, or what the heck a
histogram is? If so, check out the new Plant Pathology
Photo Lab web site at the URL listed above. It’s chock
full of technical data about digital cameras, studio
lighting, Photoshop tips, tutorials on how to construct
plates for publication, and information on stitching
panoramas and creating Quick Time Object VRs. Also
included are several image galleries containing recent
images taken in the Photo Lab.
Any and all ideas for future articles or tutorials to
add to the site are welcome. Please send to Kent Loeffler
(KEL3@CORNELL.EDU) and I will work on them when
snowed in this coming winter.

Departmental and University
Web Sites of Interest
Plant Pathology Department
Plant Disease Diagnostic Clinic
Branching Out Newsletter
Center for Fungal Biology
CUP Herbarium
CUP Photograph Collection
Department Photo Lab
Faculty web pages
Glossary of Technical Terms
International Agriculture
Smokin’ Doc Thurston’s Greatest Hits
Christmas Tree Pests
Seed Potato Program
Vegetable Disease
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http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/
http://PlantClinic.cornell.edu/Default.htm
http://BranchingOut.cornell.edu/
http://ccfb.cornell.edu/about.html
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/CUPpages/CUP.html
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/CUPpages/CUPphoto.html
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/Photolab/Default.htm
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/Title_Pages/Faculty.html
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/glossary/Glossary.htm
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/Title_Pages/IntAg.htm
http://www.tropag-fieldtrip.cornell.edu/docthurston/smokinhome.html
http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/Trees/TreePests.html
http://seedpotato.newyork.cornell.edu/
http://vegetablemdonline.ppath.cornell.edu/Home.htm
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Northeast Plant Diagnostic Network
Karen L. Snover-Clift

We have completed our third year as a member of the
National Plant Disease Network (NPDN) and as the
regional center for the Northeast Plant Diagnostic
Network (NEPDN). As you may remember from our
introduction and updates in past newsletters, the
network was established to enhance national
agricultural security by quickly detecting introduced
pests and pathogens. The members have created a
functional nationwide network of public agricultural
institutions which allows Land Grant University
diagnosticians and faculty, State Agriculture and
Markets personnel, and first detectors to efficiently
communicate information, images, and methods of
detection throughout the system in a timely manner.
Cornell University is the Regional Center for the
Northeastern states. Dr. Rosemary Loria began as
director of the project and provided the leadership
needed to establish the program. Since the position
resides with the chairman of the department, Dr. George
Hudler took over the reigns in July of 2004. George
continues to provide leadership to all NEPDN members
and serves on the National Operations Committee.
Karen L. Snover-Clift serves as the Associate Director
of the NEPDN and Chairman of the national Diagnostics
Subcommittee. Other members of the NEPDN Regional
Center team include Karen Scott as the Information
Technology Specialist, Mary McKellar as the Education
and Training Coordinator, Sandra Jensen-Tracy as our
Clinic’s lead Diagnostician, and Patty Clement as our
Survey Coordinator and Data Entry Technician. The
Northeast region is comprised of 12 land grant
universities which include the University of
Connecticut, University of Delaware, University of
Maine, University of Maryland, University of
Massachusetts, University of New Hampshire, Rutgers
University, Cornell University, Pennsylvania State
University, University of Rhode Island, University of
Vermont, and West Virginia University.
It has been an exciting year. In March of 2004
Phytophthora ramorum, the causal agent of Sudden Oak
Death/Ramorum Blight, was discovered in a Los
Angeles County, California production nursery. This
event triggered widespread testing of previously
shipped plant material and surveys of nurseries and
surrounding areas. The Plant Disease Diagnostic Clinic
(PDDC) processed almost 2000 samples from New York
State and from many Northeastern States through US
Forest Service surveying. Additionally the PDDC, acting
as the NEPDN Regional Center, supported all our
NEPDN members by providing DNA extractions for
anyone not capable of performing this technique. All
extractions were shipped to a federal lab in Beltsville
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for confirmation and final processing. Our testing
continued in 2005 with surveys and Regional Center
support. We have added the ability to perform two
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocols in order to
complete the entire identification process right here in
our laboratory. We are hoping we will become approved
for this advanced testing within the next few weeks and
will likely test about 2000 samples this year.
In November of 2004, Phakopsora pachyrhizi, the
cause of soybean rust, was discovered for the first time
in the United States in a research field in Louisiana. At
the time, P. pachyrhizi was a pathogen on the Agriculture
Bioterrorist Act of 2002, which made this introduction a
very significant event. Some researchers believe the
fungus was swept into the country on the strong winds
of Hurricane Ivan, others believe something more
sinister was afoot.
Initially soybean rust was limited to the tropical and
sub-tropical areas of Asia and Australia. It was found
in the late 1970s in Zambia and the early 1980s in Togo
and has since spread to many other African countries.
It also occurs in areas of South America such as Paraguay
and Brazil. In 1976 Puerto Rico reported the presence
of P. meibomiae (a second, slightly less aggressive species
that also causes soybean rust). Also in 1994 P. pachyrhizi
was reported in Hawaii. The introduction to Hawaii is
thought to be the result of weather patterns and not the
result of a person or carrier. In August 2004, P. pachyrhizi
was detected five degrees north of the equator in Cali,
Columbia and then we had the introduction in Louisiana
in November. Shortly afterwards, the fungus was
confirmed in eight other states including Alabama,
Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, Missouri, South
Carolina, and Tennessee. In March 2005, P. pachyrhizi was
removed from the Agriculture Bioterrorism Act Select
Agent listing, however, it remains a highly regulated
pathogen. Soybean rust has been removed from the list
to facilitate timely research on effective disease
management strategies. Growers and researchers
approached the 2005 growing season with questions
about how the pathogens would survive and spread.
Surprisingly, the pathogen was only found at two
locations early in the season, in February in Florida on
kudzu and in April in Georgia on volunteer soybean.
The pathogen then moved slowly to surrounding
counties and was identified in Alabama on soybean in
early July. We have been providing some research testing
for USDA-ARS using a real-time PCR protocol to
determine recognition timing. Performing this testing
has allowed us to practice on the research samples and
prepare for the real world samples that may show up
anytime!

Department of Plant Pathology
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Graduate Students
Plant Pathology Graduate Student Association (PPGSA)
Maryann Borsick
It’s been quite the year for the PPGSA! Some of this
year’s highlights include: an interdepartmental picnic
in Lodi for the new students, student vs. faculty
bowling, and the annual graduate student colloquium.
Dr. Cameron Currie, from the University of WisconsinMadison, was chosen as the colloquium speaker and
gave an enlightening lecture on ant-fungus gardens.
For several years, the PPGSA has attempted to form a
student-run journal club to create a forum for student
presentations and to keep updated on current areas of
plant pathology research. Spearheaded by graduate
student Joanne Morello, this goal has finally come to
fruition. With lots of student enthusiasm, the journal
club will start up again this fall.
Kicking off the New Year, the PPGSA and Plant
Pathology Department sponsored a trip to Fort Detrick,
MD to visit the USDA/ARS biosafety level 3
containment facility. Chauffeured by Elvis, eleven
graduate students plus professor Michael Milgroom
ventured away from the snowy tundra of Ithaca. Former
USDA technician and new graduate student, Craig
Austin, led the group. The group saw (and touched!)
soybean rust before it officially arrived on US soil. Other
interesting projects included: karnal bunt, sudden oak
death, and biological control of invasive weeds.

The PPGSA has been, and continues to be, successful
due to the contributions of many graduate students. All
events are coordinated and run by student volunteers
and their various committees. The PPGSA has been
fortunate to be in close contact with George Hudler
throughout the year. This has allowed greater student
input on departmental decisions, as well as keeping
faculty knowledgeable regarding student concerns.
With a great year behind us, graduate students have
much to look forward to in the 2005-2006 year.

The PPGSA crew hams it up for the camera on their trip to Fort Detrick.

Welcoming New Graduate Students . . .
Fall, 2005 Graduate Students
Lin-Si Hsieh completed the Bachelors degree in 1987
at the National Pingtung University of Science and
Technology, majoring in Plant Protection and he
completed the Masters degree in 1994 at the National
Taiwan University, majoring in Plant Pathology. His
research interest is in fungal biology and systematics.
He will be supported by Rebecca Nelson’s program and
an Ithaca Graduate Research Assistantship.
Michelle Moyer received her B.S. degree from the
University of Wisconsin - Madison in 2005 majoring in
Genetics and Plant Pathology. Her research interests are
in applied plant pathology. She is supported for her first
year on a Cornell Fellowship and has not yet committed
to a program.
Mana Ohkura received her B.S. degree from the
University of California - Davis in 2005 majoring in
Biological Sciences. Her research interests are in ecology
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of fungal pathogens. She is supported her first year on
a Cornell Fellowship. She will affiliate with George
Abawi’s program.
Rodrigo Olarte obtained his B.A. from the University
of California - Berkeley in 2003 majoring in Biology. His
research interests are in fungal biology and plant
biotechnology. He is supported by an Ithaca Graduate
Research Assistantship. He has not yet committed to a
specific program.
Jonathan Oliver obtained a B.S. from the University of
Florida in 2005 majoring in Plant Pathology. His research
interest is in functional genomics of plant-microbe
interactions. He will be supported his first year by a
Presidential Genomics Fellowship. His second year will
be supported by a Cornell Fellowship. He has not yet
committed to a specific program.

Department of Plant Pathology
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Faculty
Welcome to New Faculty
Xiaohong Wang
Xiaohong Wang has joined the
faculty of Plant Pathology as a
visiting assistant professor since
September 2004. Before coming
to Cornell, she spent nearly eight
years working on the parasitism
genes of the soybean cyst
nematode in Dr. Eric Davis’ lab
at North Carolina State
University. Her current program
focuses on the molecular basis of
plant-nematode interactions
with a specific emphasis on the
interaction between the potato cyst nematode (a.k.a.
golden nematode) and potato. She collaborates with
Cornell potato breeding program to develop golden
nematode resistant potato varieties. Her program also
provides technical expertise to support USDA-APHIS
golden nematode quarantine activities.

Teresa Pawlowska
Last year ’s Letter from the Chair mentioned the
impending addition of Teresa Pawlowska to our faculty.
Teresa is here now and after
spending several months as a
guest in Bill Fry’s lab, has finally
moved into a renovated lab of
her own on the 4th floor of
Bradfield Hall where she and an
enthusiastic team of students
and post-docs are continuing to
unravel the mysteries of
mycorrhizae. Teresa is a native
of Poland. She received the M.S.
degree in Ecology from
Jagiellonian University in
Krakow and then continued her
studies at the University of Minnesoata in St. Paul where
she was awarded the Ph.D. in Plant Biology in 1998.
After several months at the Plant Gene Expression
Center at the University of California she joined John
Taylor’s lab as a post-doctoral associate and was in that
position when she received the invitation to join our
faculty. Teresa’s research interests focus on the
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News
evolutionary biology of endomycorrhizal fungi that do
not reproduce via “traditional” sexual recombination
and yet were able to survive over 600 million years of
evolution. She is also interested in understanding the
nature of chemical signals between mycorrhizal fungi
and their host plants with an eye toward identifying
fungal factors that regulate root colonization. Teresa’s
husband, Wojtek, is also new to the Cornell faculty; he’s
in the Department of Plant Breeding and Genetics with
a lab right next door to Teresa’s.

Faculty Updates
Gary Bergstrom
Gary Bergstrom concluded his year as APS president
in August 2004 with the APS Annual Meeting in
Anaheim, California. The meeting theme and focus of
his plenary session was “Networks for Plant Health”.
He thoroughly enjoyed the privilege of serving APS as
officer over the past four years. Bergstrom continues to
contribute to APS as a member of the executive
committee and as chairperson of Scientific Societies
Headquarters Operations Committee (with American
Association of Cereal Chemists International). He is also
chairing the organizing committee for the APS National
Soybean Rust Symposium (http://www.apsnet.org/
online/sbr/) to be held November 15-16, 2005 in
Nashville, Tennessee.
Speaking of soybean rust, Bergstrom, like many
other field crops pathologists in North America, spent
much of the past year
preparing soybean producers
to detect and manage the
anticipated invasion by Asian
soybean rust. Together with
Mary McKellar, Bergstrom
produced and maintained an
on-line New York Soybean New York Soybean Rust
Information Center Web Site
Rust Information Center
(http://www.ppath.cornell.edu/soybeanrustny/default.htm)
to aid New York farmers. Cornell also contributed to
the nation’s coordinated soybean rust sentinel plot
scouting program with plant pathology undergraduate
Carlos Dominguez hired as scout.

Department of Plant Pathology
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Bergstrom gave an invited talk on “The Promise and
Challenge of Employing Biological Control in the
Integrated Management of Fusarium Head Blight” at
the International Symposium on Fusarium Head Blight
in December 2004 in Orlando, FL. Bergstrom and his
Brazilian colleague and department alum Wilmar Luz
also received a U.S. patent in 2005 for use of the TrigoCor
strain of Bacillus subtilis in biological control of plant
diseases.
In April 2005, Gary lead an external USDA panel to
assess the accomplishments and impacts of USDA-ARS
National Program 303 (Plant Diseases) over the past 5
years.
And he hosted 17 of the nation’s small grain
pathologists in Ithaca in June 2005 for a meeting of the
NCERA-184 (small grain diseases) research committee.
Bergstrom’s research program at Cornell continues
to emphasize epidemiology and management of
diseases in winter wheat and other field crops.
Continuing graduate students are David Schmale III
(aerobiology and epidemiology of Gibberella zeae) and
Michael Wunsch (detection and biology of Phoma
sclerotioides and Fusarium oxysporum f.sp. loti in forage
legumes). Rebecca Bennett will have completed her
Ph.D. (epidemiology and population biology of
Phaeosphaeria nodorum) by the time this Newsletter is
mailed. Rebecca begins a position as USDA-ARS plant
pathologist this August at the Cotton Research Station
in Shafter, CA. Stan Kawamoto continues as a part-time
researcher in the Bergstrom lab working on biological
control.

Pawlowska Lab Profile
Since its inception last November, our lab group has
been focusing on the genetics and evolution of
arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi. AM fungi are some
of the most widespread and oldest mutualistic associates
of plants. Yet despite their critical role in facilitation of
plant mineral nutrient uptake, these fungi remain
among the most obscure soil microorganisms. Virtually
every aspect of their biology is riddled by uncertainties
and controversy. Henk den Bakker applies tools of
population genetics and phylogenetics to test the
hypothesis of ancient asexuality of AM fungi. Jean-Luc
Jany studies the implications of a multinucleate spore
and hyphal structure for evolution of AM fungi. JeanLuc, with help from Nathalie Nivot, is in the process of
creating tools to uncover the mysterious fate of nuclei
during the life cycle, including genetic transformation
and infusion of nuclei with fluorescent quantum dots.
Kara Pivarski is interested in understanding the biology
of endosymbiotic bacteria that populate the mycelium
and spores of some AM fungi. Rima Shamieh is testing
the intensely disputed hypothesis of a multigenomic
make up of AM fungi. Meghan Walsh is reevaluating
conflicting genome size estimates in AM fungi and
manages daily life of our lab. Kequan Pei, an ecologist
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from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, is visiting our
lab to get acquainted with AM fungi and to explore their
role in plant invasions. We are temporarily located in
Bill Fry’s lab and are very grateful for his and his group’s
hospitality. In September, we are hoping to relocate to
our new lab on the fourth floor of Bradfield Hall. Also in
the fall I am looking forward to an in depth exploration of
evolution and ecology of mutualisms during my new
discussion class PLPA 625.

News from the Hudler Lab
The past year has been an eventful one for us. Jerry
Weiland (Ph.D.-Wisconsin)joined our program as a postdoctoral associate and quickly took command of the lab.
Grad student Angela Nelson discovered that bleeding
cankers on European beech can be caused by several
species of Phytophthora rather than the single species we
had previously considered, and Hudler seemed to get
swallowed up in the miasma of administration. Hudler
and Weiland also teamed up to offer the pathology
portion of PlPa 443, Pathology and Entomology of Trees
and Shrubs. Jerry’s familiarity with many of the tree
disease problems in NY and his fresh perspective from
the hinterlands of the Midwest resulted in one of the
more comprehensive presentations of that course in
recent years. The 2005 version of “Magical Mushrooms,
Mischievous Molds” was another successful venture
with a seemingly endless supply of new fungus finds
from the literature to add to an already overflowing
portfolio. Arrest of a former student in Rochester, NY
for cultivating magical mushrooms (he told the police
that he learned how in my class!) added a new
dimension to our outreach efforts.

Margaret Tuttle McGrath
Jane F Davey (Research Support Specialist) joined Meg
McGrath’s research/extension program on vegetable
diseases which is conducted out of the Long Island
Horticultural Research and Extension Center. While
almost all research projects continue to be on managing
diseases in conventional and organic production
systems, it is the work on quantifying impact of ambient
ozone on plant productivity that attracts media
attention. Articles were published in local papers and
in Newsday, LI’s main newspaper, in 2004 and 2005. This
work is part of a regional research project with
colleagues from throughout the US. Clones and lines of
white clover and snap bean differing in sensitivity to
ozone are being grown.

News from the Beer Program – 2005
New Laboratory
The Beer program was consolidated in new laboratory
facilities in September 2004. The new lab has oak
cabinets, black bench tops and a green vinyl tile floor.
The lab is located on the 3rd floor at the extreme east
end of the PSB, in the space formerly used by Herb Israel
(Rm 303 PSB), the teaching lab coordinator and a
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teaching lab (Rm 304 PSB, also Bob Dickey’s office and
lab and the “graduate student lab”, for those with long
memories!). It is located beneath the Whetzel Seminar
Room and its kitchen
and is adjacent to the
Collmer lab. Research
Support Specialist Jean
Bonasera engineered a
very smooth move to
the new facilities from
the fourth floor. Lab The Beer Lab Team
members especially
appreciate having all needed facilities mere steps away,
instead of a room or two away, as was the situation on
the fourth floor.
Erwinia amylovora Sequencing Project
Substantial progress has been made in sequencing
of the genome of Erwinia amylovora. The Beer program
is in charge of the project, which is funded by the USDA,
CSREES, NRI and MGSP (United States Department of
Agriculture, Cooperative State Research, Education, and
Extension Service, National Research Initiative and the
Joint NSF/USDA Microbial Genome Sequencing
Program). Steve Beer and Nicole Perna of the Univ. of
Wisconsin, Madison are co-PIs. The Sanger Institute in
Hinxton (near Cambridge) England is doing the actual
sequencing and basic annotation. As this writing, there
are 21 contigs and “gap closure” is in progress.
Graduate student Ana Maria Bocsanczy is working
closely with David Schneider and Genevieve DeClerk
of the Sam Cartinhour program to analyze the sequence
that has been released by the Sanger Institute. A
pseudomacromolecule was produced by linking contigs
and Ana Maria and colleagues have been analyzing it
extensively in silico.
In December 2004, the Beer group met at Ithaca with
Nicole Perna and Susan von Bodman (Univ. Conn.), CoPIs, of the sequencing project of the related bacterium,
Pantoea stewartii (Erwinia stewartii) and associated
persons to discuss progress and plan strategy. Nicole
will supervise “community annotation” of both
genomes, once the sequencing is complete.
As part of the genome-sequencing project, a web
site is under development that is devoted to Fire Blight
and Erwinia amylovora, including genome sequencing
aspects. The site is about to go on line through the
Department server.
Beer Program Investigates “Gene Silencing” for
Control of Fire Blight
Substantial efforts have been expended in the past
few years by persons working in the program to identify
proteins of apple, an important host of fire blight that
interacts with proteins involved in disease development
of the fire blight pathogen, Erwinia amylovora. This work
has been supported by a USDA Special Grant to
Michigan and New York for control of fire blight; it is
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administered at Cornell by Herb Aldwinckle. Thus,
former post-doc, Xiangdong Meng, working with Jean
Bonasera, Jihyun Kim and Riitta Nissinen identified four
DIPMs, (DspE interacting proteins from Malus) that
interact with DspE. Former post-doc Won-Sik Kim
identified another protein, preferridoxin that also
interacts with DspE. Graduate student Chang-Sik Oh
identified HIPM, a single protein of apple that interacts
with HrpN (harpin) of Erwinia amylovora.
Transgenic apples have been developed in
collaboration with Herb Aldwinckle’s program in
Geneva; the goal is silencing expression of the genes
encoding DIPMs and HIPM. Some of the DIPM-related
transgenic lines seem to be significantly more resistant
to fire blight than the parent lines. [The HIPM-related
lines are still under development, and no attempt to
silence preferridoxin is planned at this point due to the
essential role of ferridoxin in photosynthesis].
Research Support Specialist Jean Bonasera is
investigating the expression of the DIPMs in the
transgenic lines in order to document “gene silencing”
in the putatively silenced lines that seem to be more
resistant to fire blight than the susceptible parent
cultivar, Galaxy. At the same time, Graduate Student
Sara Carpenter is investigating the lines for possible
linkage between resistance and presence of salicylic
acid-mediated deposition of callose in apple tissue.
Beer Program Investigates Transgenic Expression of
HrpN in Apple for Control of Fire Blight
Several years ago, former Research Associate David
Bauer and Graduate Student Eric Garr developed
constructs that provided for the expression of HrpN
(harpin) of Erwinia amylovora in plants. Transgenic apples
with the construct were developed in Geneva by Herb
Aldwinckle and associates. After several years of
development and testing, several transgenic lines have
been identified that seem to have substantial resistance
to fire blight, based on inoculation with E. amylovora.
Currently, Graduate Student Jo Ann Asselin is
researching several transgenic lines in an attempt to
discern the mechanism for the observed resistance.
Chang-Sik Oh Finishes Requirements for the Ph.D.
Graduate student Chang-Sik Oh finished the
requirements for the Ph.D. in July 2005, and he is slated
to receive an “August degree”. Chang-Sik will remain
in the Beer program as a Post-doctoral Associate for a
year or so. He and wife, Jeon, who works with Adjunct
Professor Maria Harrison at the Boyce Thompson
Institute, are anticipating a “blessed event” in the
autumn.
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Hodge Lab Happenings
The Hodge lab celebrated two major achievements in
2005. Miao (Mindy) Liu completed her Ph.D. in summer
2005. Her work focused on relationships and evolution
of a small group of Hypocrella species, killers of
whiteflies. She described several new species, and used
the coalescent to infer the direction of dispersal of an
economically important whitefly pathogen between the
old and new world. Two chapters of Mindy’s
dissertation are already published, a third is in review,
and the fourth is almost ready to go. Mindy has since
left to pursue postdoctoral research at the University of
Kentucky, where she’s working with Dr. Chris Schardl
on grass endophyte biochemistry.
Dr. Priscila Chaverri, a postdoc with the Hodge Lab,
recently left for a very nice job at Howard University in
Washington, D.C. Priscila’s postdoctoral work focused
on Hypocrella. She constructed a phylogeny of the
neotropical species, and discovered many new species.
In addition to several papers that are already published
or in press, she is currently working on finishing up an
extensive monograph, while she waits for her new lab
space to be completed.
The Hodge Lab is now a bit quiet and in need of a new
student or two. A visiting scientist, Dr. Bo Huang from
Anhui Agricultural University is working in the lab on
Entomophthorales phylogeny for the next year or so.
His work on Conidiobolus has revealed some interesting
patterns. Dr. Maren Klich (USDA: ARS) will be joining
the lab. Her lab and home in New Orleans are under
water as I write this, so she and her husband will both
be working at Cornell, while their daughter attends
Ithaca High School. Maren is an expert on Aspergillus,
and I look forward to working with her.

Facilities Projects
Dave Kalb
Rose Loria and Gillian Turgeon moved into their newly
renovated space in June of 2004 into what was Gillian’s
old and decrepit lab, rm 362 and rm 343, as well as Milt
Zaitlin’s old lab in 341. Continuous lab space now exists
from the outer west wall to the stairwell on the north
side of the building. The space was completely gutted
and new lights, light beige metal casework, and air
handling (including air conditioning!!) added. It is nice
and bright with white walls and ceilings, peninsula style
work surfaces with sit-down areas nearest the windows
round.
Steve Beer and company moved into their new lab space
in August of 2004. It consists of a large central room
with 3 smaller attached rooms; one for dark room
functions (gel documentation) one for radiation and
another space with two biological safety cabinets
incubators and freezers. It is space that used to be
occupied by teaching lab 304 and the associated teaching
prep space 304 A, B and C, as well as rm 303, Herb
Isreal’s old office prep space.
Sandy Lazarowitz moved into her newly renovated
space on July 1st 2005. The lab consists of what formerly
was Alan Colmer’s lab in 342 and part of Sandy’s old
lab in 344 with the wall separating the two rooms now
gone. This space was also completely gutted and new
lights casework, air handling (including air
conditioning!!) added. Sandy’s casework is wood in a
natural maple veneer.
After many years of delays, an addition on top of the
two story Plant Science loading dock will bring over
3500 sq ft of NEW lab and office space to Plant Pathology.
The lab occupants will be the researchers of Bill Fry’s
and Rebecca Nelson’s programs. This addition will also
provide a link to the second floor of Emerson (and into
Bradfield). No more running between buildings on those
cold February days! Three offices and a multi-occupant
office will be included in the new addition. Planned
completion of this new space is mid-July of 2006. Price
tag…………$2.5 million!!
All of these renovations (except Loria/Turgeon) were
accomplished with State matching funds, a 40/60 split
with the College.
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Plant Disease Diagnostic Clinic Update

Karen L. Snover-Clift
Sandra Jensen-Tracy

The 2005 season has been very busy in the Plant Disease
Diagnostic Clinic. Samples from homeowners,
commercial growers, and consultants in all fields of
plant production have been pouring into the Clinic.
Although the majority of the samples we receive are
woody ornamentals, we also examine vegetables, fruit,
turf, annuals, perennials and forage crops.
Woody ornamental samples are still showing the affects
of the excessive soil moisture and extreme temperature
fluctuations over the past years. Some plants were able
to send out a flush of growth this spring only to collapse
when the temperatures increased rather suddenly.
We have identified many pathogens on evergreens. We
have been seeing quite a bit of Rhabdocline and Swiss
needlecasts on Douglas-fir, and Weir’s cushion rust has
been coming in on spruce much more frequently this
spring than in past years. Gymnosporangium rusts
have been prevalent on some evergreen and rosaceous
hosts, and as usual those troublesome junipers just keep
coming in with
various disease
problems and a
those troublesome
variety of abiotic
junipers just keep
injury.
An
interesting find
coming in
that
may
be
relatively new to
New York State
was a possible weak pathogen on spruce. The fungus
was observed on numerous poor quality spruce
samples this spring and was finally identified as
Stigmina lautii. Thanks to Kathie Hodge for her
assistance with the identification. This fungus can
readily be mistaken for Rhizosphaera needlecast on
spruce unless the sample is examined microscopically.
On herbaceous ornamentals we have had quite a few
virus suspects submitted for analysis. Since there are
so many viruses, it is impossible for us to stock test kits
for all the possible viruses out there. Therefore, most of
our samples are forwarded to a commercial testing
facility. We stock test kits for the most commonly seen
viruses in the laboratory including Tomato Spotted Wilt
Virus (TSWV), Impatiens Necrotic Spot Virus (INSV),
Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV), and Cucumber Mosaic
Virus (CMV). These in-stock tests can be run for a $40.00
fee. Unfortunately, the cost of virus testing at
commercial laboratories has greatly increased over the
past few years and many clients decide not to have the
testing done when they hear of fees between $150.00
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and $200.00. A few viruses found this year include a
potyvirus on Brugmansia and Hosta Virus X (HVX) on
Hosta. The latter is a relatively new virus that is causing
quite a stir in the ornamental industry. Due to this
demand we have purchased kits to perform this testing
in-house.
Stored vegetables trickled in all winter with potato and
onion samples being frequent submissions. Mainly the
damage was caused by a wide variety of pathogens and
botyrtis neck rot on onions. In late spring, submission
of field and greenhouse-grown vegetables picked up.
This year we received cabbage with clubroot caused by
Plasmodiophora brassicae, pepper plants with Pepper Mild
Mottle Virus (PMMoV), and greenhouse-grown
tomatoes with Tobacco Mosaic Virus (TMV). Although
we receive a fairly low volume of grain and forage
samples, on wheat we found the loose smut pathogen
Ustilago tritici, and more recently identified spring black
leg and leaf spot on alfalfa.
In the past few years we have steadily increased the
number of turfgrass samples we analyze. The majority
of these samples come from golf courses, but some are
from sod farms, recreational fields, and home lawns.
Most of the samples are plugs taken from greens made
up of creeping bentgrass with annual bluegrass
invasions. The most common pathogens seen this year
were Rhizoctonia solani, R. zeae, and R. cerealis, the causal
agents of the diseases known as brown and yellow patch,
as well as Pythium species that cause root rots,
Colletotrichum graminicola that causes turfgrass
anthracnose, and Magnaporthe poae, the causal agent of
summer patch.
Each year brings new challenges, but as always, if there
is anything the Plant Disease Diagnostic Clinic staff can
do to help diagnose and/or answer questions about your
plant problems, please contact us. We are here to help!

http://PlantClinic.cornell.edu/Default.htm
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Congratulations . . .
Jodi Creasap Receives Robert M.
Gilmer Award
by Joe Ogrodnick, Communication Services, Geneva
Experiment Station
Jodi Creasap, a graduate student in Tom Burr’s program,
was named the 2005 recipient of the Robert M. Gilmer
award.
Dr. Robert M.
Gilmer was a faculty
member
in
the
department of plant
pathology at Geneva
from 1950 to 1975 and
served as Department
Chair from 1967 – 72.
He
is
fondly Jodi Creasap and Tom Burr proudly
display Jodi’s Robert M. Gilmer award
remembered for his
intelligence, his great
breadth of knowledge of plant diseases and for being a
free thinker who challenged conventional views. Dr.
Gilmer was known internationally for his research on
virus diseases of deciduous tree fruits and grapes. Some
of his major research contributions included the
determination that sour–cherry yellows is a virus
complex and is pollen transmitted, and that X-disease
of stone fruits is vectored by several leafhopper species.
He also discovered that tobacco ringspot virus is
widespread on grapes in New York and Canada, and it
was through his efforts that a grape virus certification
program was initiated in New York.
The Robert M. Gilmer Graduate Student Award is
funded from the interest on an endowment bequeathed
by Dr. Gilmer to the department of plant pathology. The
award consists of a grant of $5,000 to further the
recipient’s research and professional development.
The recipient also receives a framed certificate and
the addition of his or her name to a plaque, which hangs
permanently in the plant pathology conference room.
In addition, the occasion of the award is celebrated
within the department with a seminar presented by an
invited speaker nominated by the graduate students in
the department. This year’s speaker was Brian Shaw, a
former student in Harvey Hoch’s program, who is now
an assistant professor at Texas A&M University.
“Jodi came to Cornell from Hiram College four
year’s ago,” said Tom Burr, in making the introduction.
“When Jodi’s application arrived, I could see that she
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had good grades and letters of recommendation that
offered high praise. More importantly, though, I got a
sense that she had leadership qualities and was the kind
of person that got things done; and she has done just
that – she has stepped up to the challenge in both her
research and leadership.”
Enumerating some of Jodi’s accomplishments Tom
said that her master’s thesis had been published in
Phytopathology, she had traveled to Germany as the
recipient of the Student Von Humboldt Award, and that
she had just recently passed her A exam with flying
colors. He also pointed out that Jodi has given several
seminars at other universities, and that she jumps at
these kinds of opportunities.
“It is a pleasure to have a student like Jodi in the
lab,” Tom went on to say. “She is a team player and
takes full advantage of opportunities to improve her
career. I am certain that whatever path she decides to
take as a plant pathologist that she will do very well.”
“I am pleased and honored to be the recipient of
the Gilmer award for 2005, and I attribute the success
of my work not only to my own blood, sweat, and tears,
but also to the assistance of members of the Station
community,” Jodi said. “Individuals - students, staff, and
faculty - here at NYSAES create a unique research
environment that emphasizes camaraderie and
cooperation, and I thank everyone who has helped me
- directly or indirectly - with my research. In fact, it’s
likely I’ve learned more lessons from the folks here than
from my coursework and research!
“Additionally, the Gilmer award acknowledges
students’ - past and present - hard work and dedication
both through the award itself and by inviting previous
students to present the Gilmer lecture,” she went on to
say. “The lecture portion of this award provides a
wonderful opportunity for students to discuss their
work with previous students, and we enjoyed having
Brian Shaw here to present his excellent work for the
Gilmer seminar this year.”

Department of Plant Pathology
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Congratulations . . .
Service Awards
On June 29, during the Plant Pathology Department
reception, Dr. George Hudler entertained the crowd
with limericks for each person receiving a service
award.
The following staff members were honored:
Dawn Smith (30 years)
Dawn has graced our V/N hallways
For seven thousand plus of her days
She seems to be shy
When you pass her by
But the aphids she tends give her great praise.
David Kalb (25 years)
Dave does for us just ‘bout any thing
Helps teach, fixes problems, cooks many things
His help is just great
There’s no need to wait.
He’s as deft as Spiderman on silk strings.
Kenneth Sandlan (20 years)
For us sick plants are desirous,
Trees, corn and cukes and irises.
But Ken’s the one
Who saves our buns
When our PCs are screwed up by viruses.
Sandra Jensen-Tracy (15 years)
Sandy is the one who now knows
What it is that is killing your rose.
She’s usually polite
If your samples picked right
But if you give her junk then she blows.
Jessica Drennan (15 years)
In Bradfield’s where Jessica hides
With no windows to tell her what’s outsides.
We don’t see her much
But the veggies just gush
And praise her good care with great pride.
Hilary Mayton (10 years)
Hilary’s year’s been a big one
With Ph.D. degree almost done
Three cheers for you
They’re long overdue.
Then you can leave Bill (Fry) and have some fun.
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Rob Abramovitch Receives the
Barbara McClintock Award
By Shawna Williams, BTI Public Relations
Graduate student Rob Abramovitch was pleasantly
surprised recently when he won an award he hadn’t
known existed. In fact, he was the first-ever recipient
of the Barbara McClintock
Award, endowed by donor
Robert Rabson to recognize
“a graduate student with the
best potential and greatest
background merit” in the
plant sciences at Cornell. The
award, to be given annually,
confers $2,000 to support the
student’s research.
Abramovitch’s outstanding
creativity and productivity
particularly impressed the
award committee, said his
advisor, Greg Martin. Abramovitch led a 2002 study that
showed the protein AvrPtoB enabled a bacterium to
infect a plant by subverting an affected cell’s normal
response to invasion: self-destruction. This reaction,
known as programmed cell death (PCD), usually keeps
an infection from spreading through an organism.
Amazingly, AvrPtoB prevented PCD not only in plants
exposed to a variety of proteins that would normally
provoke the response, but also in distantly-related yeast.
Since yeast is an ancestor of both plants and animals,
learning more about cells’ response to AvrPtoB could
lead to a better understanding of the human immune
system, Abramovitch said. This knowledge might also
be applied to delay the death of certain crops. And it
could solve a problem that has plagued efforts at
engineering plants to grow pharmaceutical compounds:
many of these desirable molecules trigger PCD. Using
AvrPtoB to counteract that response could help get biopharming off the ground, Abramovitch said.
Since the 2002 study, Abramovitch and others in the
Martin lab have worked to understand exactly how
AvrPtoB suppresses cell death. Recently they showed
AvrPtoB mimics a plant protein to avoid detection. They
speculate that AvrPtoB then tags plant proteins
involved in PCD for demolition by the host’s own
recycling system.
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Congratulations . . .
Discomycete Named After Dick Korf
Emeritus Professor of Mycology, Dick Korf, has had
another new monotypic genus of Discomycetes named
for him in the journal Mycological Research, this time a
Venezuelan discomycete of such strangeness that the
authors have no family to which they can assign it:
Korfiomyces Iturr. and D. Hawksw. The authors (his
former student Teresa Iturriaga and his often-battling
colleague David Hawksworth) eulogize him as the
“doyen of the Discomycetes,” which Korf feels is a bit
of an overstatement.

Bergstrom Receives APS Presidential
Award

Congratulations to Our Newest Alumni
Miguel Carvalho - Ph.D. - Aug 20, 2004
Stella Zitter - Ph.D. - Jan 19, 2005
Jorge Andrade -Piedra - Ph.D. - Jan 19, 2005
Margot Becktell - Ph.D. - Jan 19, 2005
Megan Kennelly - Ph.D. - Jan 19, 2005
Yoshimi Barron - Ph.D. - May 29, 2005
Chang-Sik Oh - Ph.D. - August 22, 2005
Miao (Mindy) Liu - Ph.D - August 22, 2005
Johan Kers - Ph.D - August 22, 2005
Rebecca Bennett - Ph.D. - August 22, 2005
Heather Melidossian - MS - Jan 19, 2005

What Does a Band Have To Do
With Plant Pathology?
Jackie Armstrong

Gary Bergstrom (right) shares a laugh with APS president Jim MacDonald
as Jim presents Gary with the APS presidential award for his four years of
service in the presidential lineage. Photo by Steve Kronmiller of APS.

Congratulations to Those Students Who
Have Passed Their ‘A’ Exams
(Thank you to Margaret Haus for compliling the following)
Megan Dewdney - Aug 31, 2004 - Herb Aldwinckle
Jodi Creasap - Sept 10, 2004 - Thomas Burr
Kathryn Bushley - Sept 29, 2004 - Gillian Turgeon
JoAnn Asselin - Oct 7, 2004 - Steven Beer
Nicole LoGiudice - Dec 22, 2004 - Herb Aldwinckle
Tracy Rosebrock - Dec 12, 2004 - Gregory Martin
Shinichi Oide - May 23, 2005 - Gillian Turgeon
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Emeritus Professor Dick Korf has a granddaughter,Maia
Vidal, who is destined for fortune and fame. Along with
Ithaca High
S c h o o l
bandmates
S y l v i a
Froncek and
Taylor Quan
of the band
“Kiev” —
they were
chosen
to
perform in a
C o c a - C o l a Maia Vidal and Taylor Quan entertain the crowd
commercial
that has already been aired on television. Taping took
place at our local pub “Castaways” (formerly the Salty
Dog, for those of you who remember...) and around
Ithaca as well. Good luck to the band - we hope for huge
success for you! To read more about them, visit
www.kiev.ithaca-ny.com.

Department of Plant Pathology
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First Morel Contest Winners, 2005
This year’s Morel Contest started with a mystery. Prof.
Hodge found a small packet of black morels taped to
her door (Exhibit A). An exacting molecular analysis
could
only
reveal that the
finder
was
male, and the
m o r e l s
originated from
the Dryden, NY
population of
K e r r y
O’Donnell’s
clade H. We Exhibit A –photo of morels, packet, and note
then undertook
a handwriting analysis. A note with a similar scrawl was
found attached to an envelope with shocking contents
(Exhibit B) on Kent Loeffler’s table. Exhibit B turned
out to be a red herring, but it
made for an entertaining
presentation during our weekly
Department Seminar.

Thank You!
We extend our appreciation to those
who made financial contributions
during the past year:

Handwriting analysis and a
confession
revealed
the
anonymous winner, none other
than Professor and Chairman Dr.
George Hudler. Dr. Hudler was
punished for his subterfuge
when he received his prize: an
orange and beige ceramic
Exhibit B –photo of Dr. Kent mushroom wall clock. Things
proceeded more smoothly after
in drag
this. The finder of the first yellow
morel was Rebecca Bennett. Good thing, too, because
this was her last chance—she completed her Ph.D. this
summer and has departed for California.
Congratulations to both our winners!

George Hudler skeptically views
the first black morel

Agro-K Corporation
Almstead Tree & Shrub Care Co.
American Floral Endowment
BASF Corp
Bayer Corporation
Bioworks Inc.
John J. Brennan
Janet Merrick Byrne
Cerexagri, Inc.
Christopher A. Clark
Dow AgroSciences LLC
E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co.
Empire State Potato Growers
Fred Gloeckner Foundation Inc.
William E. Fry
Gowan Co. LLC
Harris Moran Seed Company
Isk Biosciences Corporation
LaMay’s Tree Service Inc.
LI Arboriculutral Assoc. Inc
Howard Lyon Jr.
McKnight Foundation
Dorothy McMeekin
Mycotaxon Ltd.
NYS Arborists Association
Olympic Horticultural Products
Phyton Corporation
Professional Tree Surgeons
William F. Rochow
Stevenson Walter Roe
Gail E. Ruhl
Evamarie Sander
Wayne Sinclair
Syngenta Seeds Inc.
The Care of Trees
Tree & Shrub Diagnostics LLC
Calvin H. Ward
Vanderwheele Farms LLC

Rebecca Bennett focuses on the
first yellow morel
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2004 Fall Picnic

Department Holiday Lunch

Angela Nelson
The Department Holiday lunch held on December 16,
2004 was a huge success. More people turned out than
expected, making seating scarce, but friends
plentiful. Everyone’s willingness to contribute their
greatest and most exotic culinary feats meant there was
more than enough food. There was a wide range of
choices, from Asian cuisine to Southern delicacies, and
of course plenty of sugary snacks. “I remember having
lots of good, homemade, delicious foods,” says Gianna
Sassi of the Turgeon lab. “Very ethnic and diverse.”
After a hearty lunch, the games began. The crowd was
divided into three teams, and everyone participated in
a spirited game of “Plant Pathologists Roasting on an
Open Fire.” Teams won points as they correctly
identified individuals by their pictures. This was
difficult when pictures of A.W. Dimock or J.C. Arthur
were shown, and everyone except Dr. Steve Beer
struggled with these pictures. It should have been easy
when pictures of current faculty and staff were
displayed, however, there was an added twist...the
pictures were slightly modified, with superstar faces
superimposed over the real faces. Teams were forced to
rely on clues such as the microscope or the pocket
protector is still visible from the original picture in order
to determine who the person was. Even with this added
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challenge, the game was still a great success, and it was
close as all three teams competed fiercely. After a close
fought game, the winning team members were awarded
a free pass to the Magical Mushroom and Mischievous
Molds End-of-Year feast. The real prize however, went
to Gillian Turgeon, who was able to use the game to
find an appropriate background for the seminar
schedule. And because of the seminar schedule,
everyone now understands, as Sara Carpenter of the
Beer lab so adroitly puts it, that “Plant Pathologists must
really know how to have a good time.”

Plant Pathology Department
Holiday Party

Lick Brook Gorge

Megan Ackerman
The departmental picnic was held on Sunday, September
26, 2004. The weather was great, and there was a large
amount of tasty food (culinary skills being a hidden
talent of several members of the department). The secret
theme of the picnic was “Accuracy in throwing things”,
which was represented by not only the vigorous Frisbee
players, but the much-anticipated horseshoe
tournament. The final game between the teams of Drs.
Lorbeer and Lee and Kathy and Jesse Munkvold brought
most other picnic activities to a standstill, as everyone
crowded around the horseshoe pit to watch. Kathy and
Jesse won the tournament and received all the prestige
that comes with that accomplishment. As everyone
knows, however, the title of Horseshoe Champion only
lasts for one year, so in September, the coveted position
will be contested once more.

Carol Fisher
On December 18, 2004 the Department of Plant
Pathology hosted a holiday party at the Lake Watch Inn
for faculty, staff, grad students and our significant others
as well as a few of our colleagues from our sister
department in Geneva. Cocktails were served at 6:30
pm followed by dinner at 7:30 pm. After dinner, music
was provided by Purple Valley for our listening and
dancing pleasure. Even though some people had to leave
early there were a few of us (no, I won’t tell) who insisted
on seeing the band off into the clear, cold night. It was
nice to meet fellow employee family members and have
some good cheer too.

Dawn Dailey O’Brien and Dr. Wayne Sinclair enjoy a laugh at the holiday party
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Society for the Presentation Of
Outrageous Findings (a.k.a. SPOOF)

A (Well Deserved) Victory for the
Students

Sofia Windstam
Who would have known that the faculty could answer
to the challenge put forth by the grads so well, and that
one single pin could make the difference between
winning and loosing? The plant path graduate students
challenged the faculty to an honorable game of bowling
to take place at the Helen Newman hall lanes. There
was a respectable amount of faculty showing up as a
result of some good spirited heckling from the students’
side. Due to the generosity of the faculty (thanks George
Hudler!) we could all enjoy some pizza while bowling.
In the end the students took home the game, although
it could be described as a non significant win! The
average score per student was 106.1 vs 105.6 per faculty
player. As we all know, bowling scores usually count in
discrete entities – but the students will take any win
they can get. Most important though, was that we all
could enjoy an evening of fun and games together
outside of the corridors of Plant Science.

Dick Korf's 80th Birthday

Kathy Hodge
The department took Professor Emeritus Dick Korf by
surprise on May 27, 2005, hosting a small celebration
for his 80th birthday. Suspiciously, Dr. Korf showed up
in a pinstripe suit and a "Class of '46" hat. He claimed to
be en route to a friend's birthday party, and effected a
f a i r l y
convincing
expression
of surprise
upon his
arrival.
However,
we
all
know that
he is an
actor
as Dick Korf caught by surprise on his 80th Birthday
well as a
mycologist. There was a cake with (poisonous!)
mushrooms on it, and a poster-sized card signed by some
of Dick's many friends. Other birthday greetings arrived
from friends around the world by mail, email, and even
on the front page of the Centraalbureau voor
Schimmelcultures web site.
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George Hudler
In another first for the Cornell Plant Science community,
we held a building-wide meeting of the Society for the
Presentation Of Outrageous Findings (a.k.a. SPOOF).
About 40 of our most creative minds gathered in the 2nd
floor auditorium to learn of the latest developments in
areas of scientific inquiry that were not quite yet ready
for presentation in allegedly more prestigious forums.
From Plant Pathology:
Milt Zaitlin revisited data he presented at an earlier
meeting, concluding once again that the speed of the
delivery system does affect successful grantsmanship,
Megan Ackerman waxed eloquent on the influence
of early socialization of Pythium zoospores and,
George Hudler presented information gathered by
he and collaborators Jerry Weiland and Angela Nelson
to prove that there is a conspiracy behind the fact that
Dannon Yogurt inevitably splats onto your shirt when
you open it with the pull tab facing you. There is no
splatting of any kind when the pull tab faces away. Best
selling author Dan Brown (The DaVinci Code) would
have been proud of this clever piece of detective work.
Prof. Peter Davies from Plant Biology gave a highly
entertaining description of the challenges associated
with parking and then finding your car on the Cornell
campus and Prof. Marv Pritts (Horticulture) described
a new species of plant with fruits vaguely resembling
marshmallows. Prof. Randy Wayne overwhelmed us
with a detailed analysis of why the velocity of falling
spores could not exceed the speed of light.
For those who didn’t quite know what to expect
from a SPOOF meeting, the departing battle cry was
“Wait ‘til next year!”

Coffee Break

George Hudler
The daily afternoon coffee break that H.H. Whetzel used
to host in the early 1900s has evolved over time to a
Friday morning gathering in Plant
Science 325 (a.k.a. the Haustorium) or
in the alcove on the 2nd floor of
Bradfield Hall. In addition to a
welcome jump-start from a shot of
caffeine, the events feature great treats
prepared mostly by student and staff
volunteers and fine fellowship. One
Evan Johnson, the aspect of the Friday sessions that
creative coffee poster
generates some added anticipation
creator
each week is the reminders that
precede them. Evan Johnson has taken the task of
preparing these under his wing, and the results have
caused us all to broaden our smiles. You’ll find a
collection of some of the best on the next page. Enjoy!
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Alumni
Once again we’ve had an enthusiastic response to our
request to alumni to update us on their lives. Read on
to find out what your old friends are doing.
Robert E. Davis
The department is thrilled to announce the election of
Robert E. Davis (PhD ‘66) to the National Academy of
Sciences in May 2005. Bob currently serves as
supervisory research plant pathologist and research
leader in the Molecular Plant Pathology Laboratory,
Plant Sciences Institute, Beltsville Agricultural Research
Center for the U.S. Department of Agriculture in
Beltsville, Md. Election to the National Academy of
Sciences in recognition of distinguished and continuing
achievements in original research. For more information
see http://www4.nationalacademies.org/news.nsf/
isbn/05032005?OpenDocument
Mary Shear Brennan (B.S. ‘52)
Procrastination is the thief of time” as this tardy response
reminds me! My interest in plant path at Cornell comes
via my father, Elmer Vanderzee Shear, a ’22 grad of your
department. His career spanned research at Beltsville
(USDA’s mecca!), Hood River, Ore (where with others
he established a USDA lab in 1930 to work with
orchardists). His life’s work was with orchard crops he also operated an apple orchard in NY’s Hudson
Valley. After his death in 1968, my family honored him,
to help continue the importance work done in this field.
Russell M. Wilhelm, Jr. (MS ‘52)
After I received my degree, I went with Food Machinery
and Chemical Corporation (now FMC Corporation) in
Middleport, NY. I served in many management
positions in my 23 years with them. These included
product manager, technical service manager, regional
manager, liaison with the USDA and Food and Drug
Administration and, eventually, Manager of Advertising
and Public Relations. I never really had much business
experience as a plant pathologist. The advertising and
PR position turned out to be where I really belonged. I
loved it. And, in all due modesty, I was extremely good
at it. After 23 years FMC decided they wanted to move
to Philadelphia. I wanted no part of that and joined
BASF Corporation in Parsippany, NJ. They were just
getting started in the US and I became their Manager of
Advertising. It was the smartest business move I ever
made. My wife Sarah and I lived in Mountain Lakes,
NJ, about 1 mile from my office. I worked for BASF for
12 years, then took early retirement, and joined a small
advertising agency as a vice president. Believe me, being
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News

an advertising manager for a huge corporation, only 30
miles from New York City, is a great experience. Sarah
and I were wined and dined by all of the magazine,
radio, TV and newspaper space peddlers which made
for an exciting time. We ate in most of the top-notch
restaurants and saw many plays on Broadway. I retired
from the advertising agency at the end of 1989, and built
a beautiful ultra-modern house in Dryden, NY. On Good
Friday in 1991 I was operated on for cancer of the bile
duct. They did a Whipple procedure, the survival rate
of which is a whopping 1 1¦2 to 3 percent. I was extremely
lucky.
Sarah died from lung cancer 4 August 2002. We
raised 5 children (3 boys, then 2 girls), all of who were
graduated from college, some with advanced degrees.
All have done well in business or the academic world.
A couple of them are vice presidents in large companies.
I suffered a very serious heart attack right after
Thanksgiving in 2003 and now sport an implanted
defibrillator. I was released from the hospital on 4
December which gave me 8 days to recover and get
married to a lovely woman on 13 December.
So there! I finally did get an up-date done after all
these many years.
Bill Rochow (PhD ‘54)
Greetings from Maryland! We never thought we would
leave Ithaca, but age alters expectations. We moved in
July 2004 to a beautiful retirement community at
Solomons on the Patuxent River near the Chesapeake
Bay. Our son and family are just across the river and
Linda and crew are only an hour away. I am learning to
be a docent at the Chesapeake biology Lab and Janet
keeps busy getting the quilters organized. We still spend
summers on Tupper Lake in the Adirondacks.
Martin Rogers (PhD ‘55)
I was a PhD student under Dr. Wat Dimock and Dr.
Kenneth Post in Floriculture from 52-55. My thesis
research was related to the effects of microclimatic
temperature and relative humidity values at the surface
of rose leaves upon the severity of powdery mildew
infections. The study found essentially none, but a
student at Penn State later showed that alternating high
and low relative values affected the production of
mildew spores on roses, and the fluctuations in disease
severity was related to fluctuating levels of inoculum.
I returned to the Univ. of Missouri Dept. of Hort.
from which I had come to Cornell, and completed 35
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years as a Prof. of Floriculture with teaching and
research responsibilities until retiring in 1986. My
specialty was greenhouse flower crops and my first
published paper on my new job reported that the cause
of a severe rot of poinsettia cuttings during propagation
was Erwinia carotovora, not previously known. My early
fame was connected to Roger’s rot as my close friends
laughingly named it – I never knew whether to be proud
or of ashamed of that signal honor.
During those 35 years the principal emphasis of my
flower crop research was really in the area of
environmental physiology. Carbon dioxide enrichment
of greenhouse atmospheres to stimulate the growth of
flower crops was just beginning to be studied, and we
were able to help develop that area. At the same time
chemical growth regulators like gibberellins to increase
stem elongation and chemical growth retardants to
shorten stem growth were receiving lots of study
nationwide, and we worked with several different
flower crops with those types of chemicals, to make
them usable by commercial florists.
Also during that period, the great expansion of
plastic covered greenhouses occurred, and some of our
Missouri florists found that during winter that their
chrysanthemums grown in plastic houses would not
flower during the natural short day periods, but would
continue in vegetative growth. The problem occurred
in plastic houses heated with gas heaters, and was worse
if they had been very tightly constructed. Eventually
we were able to show that under such conditions,
oxygen levels were depleted to the point that the gas
was not burning completely. Instead of carbon dioxide
and water being formed by combustion, traces of
ethylene gas were being put into the greenhouse
atmospheres. Further study showed that ethylene levels
of 1 part per mission or sometimes less was sufficient to
cause the problem. The easiest solution was to increase
the fresh air intake into the plastic covered structures,
which permitted complete combustion of the gas,
without ethylene production
My final area of research of importance consisted
of post-harvest physiology studies of cut flowers. This
was another area of significant activity around the
country at the time, as new types of flower preservative
chemicals were being discovered. In many flowers, but
especially in gerbera, poor keeping was found to be
related to impedance of water uptake at the base of the
step, which resulted in “bent neck” problems under the
flower, and I spent one sabbatical leave at the University
of Florida working with an earlier graduate student of
mine then on faculty there – Benny Tjia.
Benny had come originally from Indonesia and had
completed his MS degree studying the ethylene problem
with me, and we wanted to work together again. He
had the gerbera work started and we spent the year
working together on that.
After my retirement in 1986, my wife and I traveled
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a lot, with several visits to Europe, China and Japan,
Thailand, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, Indonesia, and
Australia. Since 1993 I have been very busily involved
as a member of a Golden K Kiwanis service club, and
have served as the editor of their newsletter for about
12 years. Our special interest is making things better
for young children and our first major project was to
provide funds to established Pediatric Cardiology
treatment center for young children at our Missouri
University Hospital. We continue to help that, but our latest
effort uses our time rather than our money. It is a project
where about 30 of us read each week to pre-school children
in local child care centers. We are hoping to get them
interested in reading and helping them to prepare
themselves to “take off running” when they begin school.
I have found that very fulfilling as a service project.At
almost 82, my health is good, and I’m enjoying life.
Lewis A. Schafel (PhD ‘58)
We have many happy memories of our Cornell days.
We still live in our own home and try to ignore the
discomforts of old age. It is difficult to sit on the sidelines
and see someone else do the outside work we did 50
years ago. This summer will observe our 63rd wedding
anniversary. I retired from Nebraska Wesleyen
University in 1985.
Dorothy McMeekin (PhD ‘59)
Since retiring from Michigan State University in 1997, I
have been continuing some research on fungal diseases
in animals including humans (Pythium insidiosum &
Rhinosporidium seeberi) with a Microbiology/med Tech.
faculty member, and on fungi in art. Gardening, travel,
and volunteering in the university book conservation
room also take up my time.
Dick Stouffer (PhD ‘59)
I spent my professional career in Plant Virology at the
universities of RI, FL and Penn State. In 1982 I accepted
the position of Dept. Head at the University of GA
Coastal Plain Experiment Station in Tifton, GA. I retired
in 1987 and currently live in Cape Coral, FL.
Elizabeth Moore (PhD ‘64)
My mycology textbook, now in its fourth edition, continues
to sell well. Although retired from teaching at Rowan
University, I remain quite busy. I have audited several
art history courses and enjoy sculpture and painting.
Daniel L. Schadler – MS ’72, PhD ‘74
I just completed my thirtieth year on the faculty at
Oglethorpe University in Atlanta. Although retirement
is on the horizon, I am going strong, teaching General
Biology, Microbiology, Biochemistry, Molecular Biology
and Biotechnology and a course in our Master of Arts
in Teaching Early Childhood Education Program which
is officially named Inquiring Into Science but which I
more fondly refer to as Plants in the Classroom. I
maintain my credentials as an Accredited
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Chrysanthemum Judge and am an Associate Editor of
The Chrysanthemum, The Journal of the National
Chrysanthemum Society, although our local Chapter
disbanded in March, 2003, due to low membership.
Steven G. Pueppke (PhD ‘75)
I have been Associate Dean for Research in the College
of Agricultural, Consumer, and Environmental Sciences
at the University of Illinois since 1998. But the real fun
comes from my add-on role as Director of our college’s
international office. I have done everything from
helping design a biotechnology curriculum in Latvia
to trying to keep up with a group of energetic
undergrads in New Zealand (I couldn’t bring myself
to bungee jump) to being up behind the podium as
warm up act for one of our Nobel Prize winners at the
National Assembly in Mexico City.
I defended my Ph.D. dissertation in the department
almost exactly 30 years ago. Let’s see now, if somebody
like me had come down the hall that day, he would
have been let out in....1945? I run into former Hans
VanEtten students all the time now, and they’re always
surprised. There was a first one. It really was me. Yes,
he’s still alive. And believe it or not, he can still spell
Aphanomyces.
Frederick Roth (PhD ‘77)
I have been teaching at California State Polytechnic
University in Pomona in Horticulture/Plant and Soil
Science Department since Cornell 28 years and will
probably continue for another 4 years. Though I still
teach a course in diseases of ornamental plants, my
main interest now revolves around trees, tree
management and urban forestry. I am deeply involved
in the California Urban Forest Councils relatively new
program to offer certification of urban foresters. Sixteen
years ago I became an avid bicycle rider, focusing on
tours of 500 to 1000 miles each summer.
Gail (Evans) Ruhl (MS ‘77)
It is hard to believe that it has been almost 30 years
since I had the wonderful opportunity to be mentored
by Carl Boothroyd as an undergraduate TA for his Plant
Pathology course, during my senior year at Cornell.
Thanks go to Hank Wilkinson (Grads student at that
time) I pursued a Masters degree in Plant Pathology at
Purdue University, and for the past 25 years I have been
a plant disease diagnostician in the Plant and Pest
Diagnostic Lab at Purdue and for the past two years
served as Interim Director for the Lab (P&PDL).
Amy Rossman (Postdoc ‘78-79)
I’ve been a research leader of the Systematic Botany &
Mycology Laboratory at the USDA Ag Research Service
in Beltsville, MD for the past 20 years. Lots of fun(gi)
working with wonderful mycologists, both young and
old. Our 16-year old daughter just received her learner’s
permit so watch out when you’re in the WDC area.
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Nina Shishkoff (PhD ‘86 [RA at the LIHREC])
After getting my PhD, I took several hundred thousand
post-doctoral positions, finally hitting rock bottom in the
mid-90’s when I found myself reviewing pesticide
registration documents for the EPA. Luckily, Cornell has
an Alumni-Emergency-Rescue-Program called the Long
Island Horticultural Research and Extension Center.
There you can struggle back to your feet to a 12-step
program that involves potatoes, nematodes and
marigolds (I forget the other steps) and finally land a
job with the government. I’m now a phycologist
studying a species of Phytophthora called P. ramorum
that is killing oak trees in California. Drop a line:
nshishkoff@fdwsr.usda.ars.gov
Annemiek Schilder (MS ‘88, PhD ‘93)
It’s been a while since I was at Cornell, but I still
remember the good ole times- the students and postdocs
sledding at night in the plantations, donuts on
Thursdays, muggings, etc.. Perhaps some of you still
remember my desk piled higher and deeper with books
and papers. Well that hasn’t changed... Let me update
you on what I have been up to since I left. After finishing
my dissertation in 1993, I returned to my hometown in
the Netherlands and worked as a data entry clerk at the
nearby Poultry Health Institute not a very exciting job
but I enjoyed the social interactions with the people who
worked there. In 1994, I took up a postdoctoral position
at the International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in
Ibadan, Nigeria with Diane Florini, another plant
pathologist from Cornell. There I worked on the
improvement of seed health testing protocols for rice,
maize, cowpea, soybean, and cassava; the epidemiology
and control of red leaf blotch of soybean, and quarantine
issues related to international movement of germplasm
to and from IITA. Over the three years I spent in Nigeria,
I experienced various political and gastrointestinal
upheavals, a major fuel shortage, and the general
challenges of working in a developing country. My field
research site was a 13-hour drive from the main station
on bad roads and we had to do most of the field work
by hand. But I thoroughly enjoyed the West African joi
de vivre, the wonderful music, and felt very motivated
by IITAs team approach to improving food production
in SubSaharan Africa. It was an experience I would not
have missed for the world. In 1998, I became an Assistant
Professor in the Department of Plant Pathology at
Michigan State University in East Lansing, MI. My
position consists of 45% research, 45% extension, and
10% teaching with responsibility for all small fruit crops
in the state. This includes blueberries, grapes,
raspberries, strawberries, cranberries, and gooseberries/
currants. While I sometimes long for the ease of working
with annual crops like wheat and soybeans, I do certainly
enjoy being able to eat my experiments. Besides, berries
are very healthy and hopefully counteract some of the
effects of stress innate to the academic pursuit. I am
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finally coming up for tenure this year and hopefully will
be successful. Obtaining a green card in post 9/11
America is yet another ordeal. I am proud to have
continued the Cornell tradition of SPOOF (Society for
the Presentation of Outrageous Findings) meetings. The
Nigerian meeting especially was a blast. On the personal
front, not much has changed, still a single gal but now
with a cat. I just want to extend my greetings and say
that I miss you all!
Gilberto Olaya (MS ‘92 and PhD ‘95)
I have been working for Syngenta Crop Protection for
almost 8 years. My working life in Industry has been an
interesting journey. I started to work for Zeneca
Agricultural products in Richmond, California and after
the merger of Zeneca and Novartis Crop Protection and
the creation of Syngenta in 2001 my family and I moved
to Vero Beach, FL. I work as R&D Scientist and I am in
charge of the fungicide resistance program for the
NAFTA region. I also have research responsibilities in
the area of fungicide seed treatments. My daughter
Adriana who was born in Ithaca, is now 9 years old and
Juan Camilo, the new addition of the family is 3. My
wife Omaira, who also graduated from Cornell as a Plant
Breeder is teaching Science in the middle School and
enjoying her work with kids.
Tobin Peever (PhD ‘94)
Currently Associate Professor at Washington State
University. Started in July 1998, received tenure this year.
Research is evolutionary genetics of plant pathogenic
fungi focusing on ascodyta diseases of legumes and
Alternaria on citrus. Teaching: Graduate courses in
Fungal Genetics and molecular genetics of plant
pathogen interactions. Enjoying living in the Pacific
northwest and being close to my family in British
Columbia and restoring British motorcycles.
Margot Becktell (PhD ‘04)
Paul and I are doing well in Grand Junction. Life is
moving along. I survived (and enjoyed) my first
semester of teaching. I taught general bio to non-majors
and had a good group of students. I learned tons about
general bio and about teaching in general. Let’s just say
that explaining the human reproductive system was
“interesting” - I study plants for a reason! Also, I gave
too much extra credit, so my grades were a little inflated.
I’m learning! I am teaching general bio in the fall and
then plant physiology in the spring. As far as research
goes, I haven’t started anything yet, but have applied
for a grant to fund research on using plant pathogens
as biological control of invasive weeds. It’s a little
strange to be seeking out pathogens to purposely kill
plants, but it is interesting. I may also get a chance to do
some pathogen/insect survey work in local greenhouses
and nurseries as part of a state-wide survey. It would
be nice to be able to continue to do some work with
ornamentals.
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Mini Alumni Reunion at APS Meeting

Several alums of the Bergstrom lab gathered for a reunion at the APS Meeting
in Austin. Pictured above are, left to right, Nancy Keller (M.S. 1985; Ph.D.
1990), Muimba-Kankalongo (Ph.D. 1991), and Annemiek Schilder (M.S.
1988; Ph.D. 1993). Today they are faculty members at the University of
Wisconsin, Copperbelt University (Zambia), and Michigan State
University, respectively.

Necrology
William Denison
We’re sad to announce the passing of William Denison
(PhD ‘56) on April 8. Bill was one of Dick Korf’s first
graduate students and had an illustrious career at
Oregon State University.
Robert E. Wilkinson
Robert Elzworth Wilkinson died February 13 at the
Cayuga Medical Center after fracturing his hip and
developing pneumonia. He was born on July 27, 1916
in Mt. Ayr, Iowa.
Bob grew up on the family farm, and attended the
University of Northern Iowa Cedar Falls, receiving a
B.S. degree in 1938, and continued to Iowa State College
at Ames. There he worked as a graduate assistant and
did research for his M.S. degree in 1940. That fall he
came to Cornell University as a graduate research
assistant in the Department of Plant Pathology, where
he worked on diseases of potatoes.
After service in the Armed Forces from 1942-1946
he returned to Cornell, to continue research on
resistance to potato virus X. He was awarded the PhD
in 1948 and was appointed Assistant Professor. He
continued his research on disease resistance in
vegetables, with emphasis on onions, cucumbers and
beans until his retirement in 1987.
Bob spent sabbaticals on research programs
sponsored by USAID and FAO. In 1955, he went to
Israel for 18 months, helping to set up a program on
virus diseases and in 1963, he spent a year in Egypt,
helping to develop a research program on onion
diseases. In 1971-1972, as Visiting Professor at Vicosa
University, Brazil, he advised on a research program
on bean diseases. He continued his research at Cornell,
collaborating with vegetable crop researchers, and
focusing on beans in his own research.
At the time of his death, Bob was survived by his wife,
Antoinette, and two sisters, a daughter and two sons and
their children. Antoinette passed away shortly thereafter.
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In Memoriam: John Niederhauser, 1916-2005

Margery Daughtrey

John Niederhauser, who died August 12, 2005 at the age
of 88, has left behind many friends and a long-lasting
potato legacy, all around the world—his plant breeding
achievements and networking talent revolutionized
potato culture internationally. He and his colleagues
deserve much of the credit for making the potato into
the fourth most important staple food crop on the
planet. Dr. Niederhauser’s career helped to significantly
improve the world food supply.
John was born in Seattle on September 27, 1916 and was
raised on a farm in central Washington. His family later
moved to coastal California, where he graduated from
Palo Alto Union High. After working to raise money
for his education, he decided to go on a trip before
beginning his studies at Cornell, and headed for the
furthest point he could afford, which happened to be
Leningrad. There he encountered the famous geneticist
Nicolai Ivanovich Vavilov quite by accident, at a park
in Moscow. Their conversation led to his working for a
time on a collective in the Ukraine, after which Vavilov
invited him to stay an additional year to begin his
college studies at the Timurazev All-Union Agricultural
Academy near Moscow. (Vavilov is reported to have
died in a Soviet concentration camp after losing political
favor to Lysenko, whose theories he opposed). John
returned to the US and his deferred Cornell education
in 1936.
While an undergraduate, John also worked as a potato
seed inspector. He graduated from CALS in 1939, and
then entered graduate school at Cornell. During this
time he also did some potato breeding experiments. He
received his PhD in 1943, worked with USDA for a year,
and then became an assistant professor in the
Department of Plant Pathology at Cornell for a few
years. After a disappointing 1946 experience in which
he worked to double Long Island potato production
only to have storages overflow so that excess potatoes
were bulldozed into LI Sound, he left Cornell to join
the Mexico-Rockefeller Foundation Agricultural
Program.
He worked for the Rockefeller Foundation in Mexico
with the aim of improving productivity of corn, wheat
and beans, while noting that the local farmers claimed
potatoes wouldn’t grow there. John took on this
challenge, thinking that he already had the solution. He
quickly discovered, however, that the “late blight
resistant” potatoes he had developed while in New York
quickly succumbed to the disease, as they were only
resistant to a few races of Phytophthora infestans. He was
thus led to the important discovery that Mexico was
the place of origin for P. infestans, and concluded that
the wild, inedible potatoes there, having co-evolved
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with the pathogen, would contain valuable resistance
genes. This discovery became the basis for crop
improvements that revolutionized the use of potatoes
around the world: John worked with others in Mexico
to develop durable “horizontal” resistance by
introducing genes from wild potatoes into commercial
lines.
Throughout his career, John fostered international
collaborations and helped to establish institutions that
will continue to carry out the work to which his life was
dedicated. The International Potato Center (now
supported by CGIAR, the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research) was established in
Lima, Peru in 1971, a natural progression from the earlier
international programs that Niederhauser had
established during the 1960’s. In 1978, he set up the
Regional Cooperative Potato Program (PRECODEPA)
in Mexico, Central American and the Caribbean, which
allows efficient sharing of research and training
resources among participating countries. In 1990 he
established an International Cooperative Potato Late
Blight Project that formalized collaboration between
Mexico, Poland, the US, Canada, the Netherlands and
the International Potato Center.
Over his lifetime John was the recipient of many honors
and for his outstanding contributions to international
agriculture. He received the highest honor for an
agricultural scientist in 1990, when he was awarded the
World Food Prize, the equivalent of a Nobel Prize in
agriculture, established by Norman Borlaug and
philanthropist John Ruan in 1987. Dr. Borlaug is now
the honorary chair of the committee for the endowment
of the John S. Niederhauser Endowed Chair in Plant
Pathology within the College of Agriculture and Life
Sciences at the University of Arizona, established in
1985. Merle H. Jensen, a previous associate dean of our
own CALS, is the chair of this committee. In 1985, John
became an adjunct faculty member at the University of
Arizona. For a decade he has given the capstone lecture
for graduate students in the fall introductory plant
pathology course there, providing them with the special
inspiration that can come only from someone who has
wielded his science powerfully and compassionately for
the betterment of his fellow man.
John Niederhauser has left a strong legacy within the
American Phytopathological Society. Administered by
the APS Foundation, the John and Ann Niederhauser
Endowment (JANE) supports research and provides a
prize for the International Service Award, while the John
S. Niederhauser Student Travel Fund will insure that
others who follow in John’s footsteps will be provided
with professional encouragement along the way.
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Around Campus
ornell

President Lehman Steps Down

Just two years after his inaguration as Cornell’s 11th
President Jeffrey Lehman announced his resignation
during Commencement weekend at his State of the
University address. Former Cornell president Hunter
Rawlings has returned as interim President until
another is chosen. Read more about this at:
www.news.cornell.edu/stories/June 05/Lehman.resigns.lg.html

New Life Sciences Initiative
Construction of the new Life Sciences building is
underway on what used to be the north end of the
Alumni Field, and it will be posed directly across the
“sidewalk” from the Biotechnology Building. The NLSI
is the largest single scientific effort in the history of
Cornell, a campus wide program involving investments
of up to $500 million. Read more about this exciting
venture at: www.lifesciences.cornell.edu.

New Mann Library Courtyard

In early March a 1948 Spartan Manor airstream trailer
housing Gimme! Coffee opened in courtyard between
Emerson Hall, Mann Library, and the Plant Sciences
building. They offer a full range of hot and cold drinks,
including top rated coffee, and light food such as
sandwiches. The courtyard is furnished with white
cedar tables and chairs with seating for about 30 people.
The landscaping currently consists of large planters with
eyecatching corkscrew willows. Stop by any weekday
Cornell is open to have a cup of coffee and enjoy this
beautiful new gathering place.

College of Agriculture Centennial
Activities
It was a year of celebration for the Ag school. The
Centennial year began with the kickoff parade in May
of 2004. Throughout the following year there were
many dedications, symposia and seminars to help
celebrate this landmark in CALS history. Among those,
Dean Henry granted a space of lawn outside the new
Mann Library to be dedicated as the Student’s
Centennial Garden. As part of the closing centennial
observances on April 29, Nobel laureate Norman
Borlaug spoke and the Taste of CALS fair was held on
the Ag quad, complete with a chicken BBQ. Read more
about the past Centennial Event highlights at: http://
www.cals.cornell.edu/Past_Event_Highlights.cfm

The new Courtyard Cafe. Photo by Dawn Dailey O’Brien

Ivory-Billed Woodpecker
Tim Gallagher, editor of the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology’s Living Bird magazine, was a key player
in the rediscovery of the ivorybilled woodpecker, a bird that
was considered extinct, until
April of 2005 when the Lab of
Ornithology announced that
they had video footage of the
woodpecker from 2004.
Gallagher has written a book
on the subject entitled The
Grail Bird: Hot on the Trail of the
Ivory-billed Woodpecker. Read
more
about
this
at:
www.news.cornell.edu/
s t o r i e s / m a y 0 5 / Ivory-billed woodpecker.
Grailbird.Review.kr.html
Drawing by Robert O’Brien

Student’s Centennial Garden. Photo by Dawn Dailey O’Brein
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Cornell Campaign

Opportunities in Plant Pathology
The College of Agriculture and Life Sciences has evolved from
being a state-supported institution to being state-assisted.
Because less than 17% of our financial support now comes from
New York State, private support has become even more important.
The Department of Plant Pathology in Ithaca is building
several endowment funds to support its future activities.
Your contributions to any of these funds will be greatly valued.
Graduate Student Fund

Plant Pathology Excellence Fund

The Department of Plant Pathology and society
in general have benefited immeasurably from
previous support for graduate education. Early
in the history of the Department, the agriculture
industry provided graduate assistantships to
support investigations important to agriculture
in New York. Later, major responsibility for this
support came from New York State. Reduced
funding from New York State has severely
affected the departmental support for graduate
students. Continued excellence of the graduate
program in Plant Pathology at Cornell will be
greatly assisted through the Graduate Student
Fund. Gifts of any size are appreciated and enable
the brightest minds and most dedicated
individuals to work and study in plant pathology.

Income from this endowment fund will be used
to facilitate important projects which otherwise
would be impossible. For example, the fund will
help deserving students present their thesis
results at a scientific meeting; it will facilitate the
development of teaching aids; and it will aid
graduate student research in unfunded areas by
augmenting funding for supplies and small
equipment items.

NAMED GIFT OPPORTUNITIES
Graduate Fellowships
Full support $300,000
Partial support $50,000

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !
Cornell Plant Pathology Pledge/Contribution Form
Name _____________________________________
Address ___________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________
Telephone _________________________________
Please send form to: Dept. of Plant Pathology,
334 Plant Science Bldg
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
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Save the CUP Herbarium
Pledge
Contribution

$ ___________/yr
$ ___________

Pledge
Contribution

$ ___________/yr
$ ___________

Pledge
Contribution
Other gift

$ ___________/yr
$ ___________
$ ___________

Plant Pathology Excellence Fund

Plant Pathology Graduate Student Fund

Department of Plant Pathology
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News for Future Newsletters
We want to hear from you . . .
Send an e-mail to Jackie Armstrong (jra7@cornell.edu) or complete the form below and send to:
Newsletter Committee
Department of Plant Pathology
334 Plant Science Bldg.
Cornell University
Ithaca, NY 14853
Name _________________________________________________ Date ____________________
Address _______________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
Degree _______________________________________ (MS, PhD) Year _____________________
Newsletter items

Do you wish to continue receiving the Alumni Newsletter:
Alumni Newsletter 2005, Vol. 48

q Yes q No
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